Silicon strip detectors for two-dimensional soft X-ray imaging at normal incidence
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Abstract

A simple prototype system for static two-dimensional soft X-ray imaging using silicon microstrip detectors irradiated at normal incidence is presented. Radiation sensors consist of single-sided silicon detectors made from 300\,\mu m thick wafers, read by RX64 ASICs. Data acquisition and control is performed by a Windows PC workstation running dedicated LabVIEW routines, connected to the sensors through a PCI-DIO-96 interface.

Two-dimensional images are obtained by scanning a lead collimator with a thin slit perpendicular to the strip axis, along the whole detector size; the several strip profiles (slices) taken at each position are then put together to form a planar image.

Preliminary results are presented, illustrating the high-resolution imaging capabilities of the system with soft X-rays.
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1. Introduction

Medical X-ray imaging has seen considerable improvements in recent years with the advent of digital radiology, based on direct detection systems.
such as flat-panel detectors, or indirect systems such as computed radiology image plates [1]. These new systems use solid-state detectors instead of film as radiation sensors, and perform better than standard film-cassette systems in terms of image contrast and resolution, with all the advantages of digital imaging processing and storage, and an additional reduction of dose delivered to the patient [2].

In this paper, we present a simple prototype system for two-dimensional digital X-ray imaging using the silicon microstrip detectors and VLSI readout electronics developed for high-resolution dual-energy mammography and angiography, as presented by Ramello et al. [3], but with X-rays hitting the silicon detectors perpendicularly. With low energy photons (less than 10 keV) a sufficient photoelectric conversion efficiency can be attained with thin detectors, and the simple geometry and readout of the system yields good imaging results.

2. Experimental set-up and method

The experimental set-up used in this work is represented schematically in Fig. 1. Silicon microstrip detectors made from 300 μm thick wafers by ITC-IRST (Trento, Italy) are used as radiation sensors, each with 132 strips at 100 μm pitch and a strip length of 10.0 mm. The charge from each strip is collected by an RX64 ASIC, a full-custom chip specifically designed for the readout of position-sensitive silicon X-ray detectors [4], with 64 channels each featuring a low noise preamplifier followed by a shaper, a discriminator and a 20-bit pseudorandom counter. Chip control and addressing is made through an I/O bus, and the chip can also be calibrated externally.

Silicon detectors and RX64 chips are AC-coupled, mounted on a full-custom printed circuit board (PCB), connected by wire bonds. The chip is biased with 3.0, 4.0 and 4.5 V, while the detector operates at overdepletion with 70 V reverse bias. Two PCB versions were used in this work: one with a single chip covering 64 channels and an active area of $6.4 \times 10 \text{ mm}^2$, the other with two chips featuring twice the channels and area.

The data acquisition system consists of a PC workstation running LabVIEW 6i software from National Instruments. A PCI-DIO-96 interface is used to communicate with the RX64 chips, addressing, resetting, starting and stopping.
counters, and retrieving their contents. Data are presented as counts per channel for a given threshold value, or as counts per threshold for a given channel.

Two-dimensional images are obtained by scanning a thin slit on a lead collimator across the microstrip detectors under irradiation. The collimator is actuated with a stepper motor synchronized with the data acquisition system through the PCI-DIO-96 interface, so that for each slit position an image profile is acquired; the final image is obtained via software by juxtaposing all the different profiles. A photograph of the scanning device mounted over a detector board is presented in Fig. 2a; a detail of the collimator geometry is shown schematically in Fig. 2b.

The prototype has been calibrated and the detection efficiency has been evaluated before imaging tests were made.

Energy calibration involved several radioactive sources, both directly and through X-ray fluorescence of selected materials. An integral energy spectrum is acquired by scanning the digital threshold value and summing the counts of all strips at each discriminator setting for a given time (Fig. 3a); smoothing and differentiation of this gives a differential energy spectrum, whose peaks are then fitted with gaussian-shaped distributions.

Fig. 2. Scanning system used in this work with labels indicating the main components: (a) general view; and (b) detail of the collimator geometry (dimensions in mm).
in order to find the correspondence between threshold value and energy (Fig. 3b). The comprehensive data from all sources was used to linearly fit the threshold-energy relation, yielding the absolute energy calibration of the system, as shown in Fig. 4.

The detection efficiency was evaluated using a 10 mCi $^{241}$Am X-ray fluorescence source with Cu, Mo, Rb and Ag targets. An absolute calibration was made by detecting the radiation first with an Amptek XR-100 T $\gamma$/X-ray CZT detector, then with the silicon detectors at appropriate energy thresholds (integrating each energy peak), and taking the ratios of the counting rates. A custom-made circular collimator (1.0 mm diameter on a 15 mm thick Pb block) was used in both cases in order to have a well-defined solid angle of emitted radiation from the source hitting the detectors. Absolute normalization was made taking into account the efficiency of the CZT detector specified by the manufacturer. The results are shown in Fig. 5 together with the theoretical values.
computed for a 300 µm silicon detector using the NIST X-ray mass attenuation coefficients database [5], each point corresponding to the average energy of $K_{\alpha}$ and $K_{\beta}$ X-rays emissions of the target materials, calculated from Ref. [6]. Although the general trend is followed by both sets of points, a systematic difference is observed as the measured efficiency is always 10–20% lower than the theoretical one. This discrepancy is more significant for lower energies, implying that it may be due to absorptions in the detector cover (made of aluminium foil and black tape, used to block ambient light). Other contributions may come from a detector active thickness smaller than 300 µm (though the detector operated above full depletion, the actual thickness of its active area was never directly measured) or a normalization error due to the (3-year old) absolute calibration of the CZT reference detector.

Images were obtained using available low activity (1–10 µCi) radioactive sources. At each collimator slit position, two one-dimensional profiles are obtained at two threshold settings (one below, the other above the value corresponding to the source energy). Direct strip-by-strip subtraction is then performed and the resulting subtracted profile is used as a slice of final image. The results obtained are presented in the next section.

3. Imaging results

The first imaging tests have been performed with the single-chip detector board, using a 1 µCi $^{57}$Co source. Discriminator levels were set below and above the value corresponding to the 14.4 keV gamma emission of the source, and the scanning step was chosen to be 0.3 mm, the same as the slit window. The source was placed on top of the collimator, aligned with the slit and centred on the detector, as shown in Fig. 2. The acquisition time was several hours due to the low intensity of the source and the reduced geometrical acceptance of the collimator.

The first object to be imaged was a set of 1.0 mm thick lead masks forming the acronym “LIP”. Fig. 6 shows the resulting image, together with a photograph of the test object placed close to a metric ruler; the overall image dimensions are $9.9 \times 6.4$ mm$^2$. The image reproduces the main features of the test object, including the imperfections of each single letter. Image contrast goes from 0 (black) to about 80 (white) counts per pixel. Two groups of adjacent dead-channels were present on the detector board, corresponding to the two sets of horizontal black lines.

Repeating the above procedure with the double-chip board, larger objects were imaged. Here examples of high- and low-contrast test objects...
are presented, namely an 8-pin integrated circuit and a snail shell. Data was taken using a 1.0 μCi $^{109}$Cd source, selecting the 22 keV K X-rays of silver. Collimator slit aperture and scanning step were the same as before, namely 0.3 mm. The results are shown in Figs. 7a and b, where the main features of the test objects are seen, more remarkably in the second case; the overall image dimensions are $10.8 \times 12.8 \text{mm}^2$ on both cases. Image contrast goes from 0 to about 100 counts per pixel in the first case, and from 0 to about 400 counts per pixel in the second case.

4. Conclusions

A simple system for two-dimensional soft X-ray imaging at normal incidence was implemented, characterised and tested with several radioactive sources and test objects.

The results show good imaging capabilities although the acquisition times are very long due to the use of low intensity radioactive sources. The readout electronics can withstand high counting rates (up to 200 kHz per channel) so that the use of a collimated X-ray tube (not available at the time of this work) would eventually yield better and faster results due to the higher counts per channel and the smaller acquisition time needed to get an image with a good dynamic range.

The main attractions of this system are its simplicity and its modular capability to expand the active area by using larger detectors and adding more readout chips. As future modules for the angiographic detector (see Ref. [3]) will become available, new tests may be performed with larger active areas and (hopefully) an X-ray tube as radiation source, further exploiting and expanding the full potential of this prototype.
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